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Kohl’s still coming, theater underway and shopping center to be revamped
By Allan Katz
It was a rough month for those involved in
Kenner’s economic development efforts, with
rumors flying that Kohl’s long awaited store
has been cancelled, that the multi-screen theater project being built at The Esplanade mall
had run into trouble and that the very successful Academy Sporting Goods store was closing
and moving to Metairie.
As it turned out, the Kohl’s store has been
delayed but not cancelled, the problems that
temporarily slowed the 14-screen theater project have been ironed out and Academy is leaving Kenner but the owner of The Pavilion mall
is determined to replace them with another
anchor store.
At the center of the storm has been Kenner District 4 Councilwoman Maria DeFrancesch, the administration of Mayor Michael S.
Yenni and JEDCO (Jefferson Parish Economic
Development Corporation), the parish’s non-

Kenner District 4 Councilwoman
Maria DeFrancesch
profit economic development arm that has
been helping Kenner in the effort to build a
stronger economy.
DeFrancesch has been in the middle of
the storm because her district includes most

City seeks to annex lakefront acreage for
commercial development in Laketown
By Allan Katz

of Kenner’s largest shopping malls, including
ond tier, the city will likely get a Kohl’s store in
The Esplanade.
2014 or 2015. But, if Kenner stays in the third
She was first alerted when rumors
tier, it might be 2016 or 2017 before a Kohl’s
reached Kenner that the Kohl’s chain that has
store is opened here.
enthusiastically agreed
The next rumor to
to put a store in Kenner
float through Kenner
was now revisiting their “Kenner has to keep convincing held that the plans for
decision. “When we inthe 14-screen theater
vestigated, we found that retailers and other entrepreneurs to be located at The
many of the executives
Esplanade mall might
at Kohl’s with whom we
that Kenner’s best days aren’t be cancelled. Again,
had dealt were no longer
DeFrancesch, the Yenni
there because of corpo- behind it but are yet to come.”
administration and the
rate turnover,” said DeJEDCO team tracked
Francesh. “We reached
down the rumor and
the new executive in charge and made our
found that there was a problem with fiber
case. Kohl’s is still coming to Kenner. Currently
optic lines under The Esplanade’s parking
it is being decided whether to move us from
lot. With the help of DeFrancesch, Rod Vosper
the third tier to the second tier of their expan- from the mall’s Simon Corporation, the Yenni
sion plans.” If Kenner is placed in Kohl’s secpage 22

Much-awaited Kenner charter school
accepting applications for admission
By Allan Katz

As part of its Laketown development,
the city of Kenner is working closely with
the state of Louisiana and Jefferson Parish
to allow Kenner to annex some 140 acres of
property along Lake Pontchartrain.
Treasure Chest Casino leases property
owned by the state which is already in the
city limits of Kenner. Additionally, the city

wants to annex the area east of the Treasure Chest Casino to potentially reclaim
water bottoms for future development. The
area west of Treasure Chest Casino is stateowned property, leased to the city of Kenner,
but it is actually legally in unincorporated
page 22

Kenner is now the poster child for
responding to sewer crisis
By Allan Katz
State and federal officials once issued
the city of Kenner numerous non-compliance violations for having one of the region’s
most ineffective and broken down sewerage
systems. But that was then, and now, those
same state and federal officials say they
wish all communities with bad sewerage

systems would respond as enthusiastically
and successfully as Kenner.
The state of Louisiana has awarded
Kenner a second, low-interest loan of $21
million with an interest rate of .95 percent
to fund a long-needed rebuilding of the

The much-heralded new health and sciences charter school for Kenner will be temporarily located at the Jefferson Parish Public School System site of Joseph S. Maggiore,
Sr. Elementary School at 2504 Maine Avenue
near Roosevelt Boulevard and 25th Street.
“For now our school, Kenner Discovery
Health Sciences Academy (KDHSA), will be
located at the Maggiore
School, which has been
closed, while our new
home is being constructed in the Loyola
Tract,” said Patty Glaser
who is the chief executive officer and founding
head of the new school.
Glaser said the charter school will open
in August 2013 with pre-kindergarten, kindergarten and first, second, third, fifth and sixth

grades. Glaser said she expects about 300 students to be in the school when it opens its doors.
The newly-constructed school in the Loyola
tract is expected to be ready in late 2015 or early
2016. “There are four buildings on the Maggiore
property so we will have plenty of room to grow
until our new campus is ready,” said Glaser.
“We’ll have lots of green
space for planting gardens, student play and
learning about sustainable environments.”
Eventually, at the
new site, the health and
sciences charter school
will offer pre-K, kindergarten and grades one
through 12. There will
also be a West Bank charter school with the
same health sciences mission infused in a curriculum of high academic expectations.

“Kenner residents receive
preferential enrollment
for 40 percent of the
seats at the school.”
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Kenner’s Magical

Christmas Village

KENNER PARKS & RECREATION
2013 Winter/Spring
Leisure Service Programs

See page 2

In the January Edition of the Kenner Star

Open Until December 22
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Kenner’s Magical

Christmas Village
Open Until December 22

Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays • 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Santa visits and photos! • Food & Entertainment
“Special Kick-off Performance”
by Benny Grunch & the Bunch on Nov. 30 from 5:30-8:30
Dwaino the Clown every Fri & Sat
Storytelling in St. Mary’s Chapel at 7pm on Fridays
“Laser Holidays” in Kenner’s Planetarium at 7pm on Saturdays
Face painting, local dance groups, choirs and more!
Admission & parking are FREE • For more information call 468-7231
1212_Christmas Village.indd 1

11/25/12 8:50 AM

AND
2020 Fourth Street • Kenner, LA 70062

December 9, 2012
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Kenner Pavilion

Hubble vision

Saturdays - 3 p.m. H Running time: 35 minutes

View the wonders of the universe as never before in this visually stunning and in-depth planetarium
show! Hubble Vision brings into focus the vastness of outer space by detailing the discoveries made by
the Hubble Space Telescope. See glorious images of planets, nebulae, star clusters, galaxies, and more.
You’ll never be so close to objects so far away again!

Join us for a Holiday celebration
for the whole family!

Saturdays - 12 p.m. and 2 p.m.
Running time: 45 minutes

Come in your holiday’s best and enjoy tea,
breakfast treats, activities and more.

Narrated By Meryl Streep, HURRICANE ON THE BAYOU carries
audiences on a journey deep into the soulstirring heart of
Louisiana - before, during and after the unprecedented
devastation of Hurricane Katrina. HURRICANE ON THE BAYOU
follows a group of four musicians, both legendary and rising, as they uncover the electrifying culture
of New Orleans; explore the beautiful, alligator filled bayous on airboats; recount their personal stories
of Katrina; and most of all, bring the focus to the rapidly disappearing wetlands that are New Orleans’
first line of defense against deadly storms.

Santa and Mrs. Claus will be there
for pictures and story time.
Call 468-7268 for
more information

Laser holidays

Saturdays – 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. H Running time: 40 minutes

Tickets $35
(admits 2)

Children and adults alike will surely find the holiday spirit in this spectacular
laser-filled presentation of seasonal holiday music! Feel the excitement as Frosty, Rudolph
and other holiday favorites are brought to life through a dazzling display of laser lights and music!
Selections range from the classics of Nat King Cole to the modern melodies of Mariah Carey!

VIP Tickets $45

On Tuesday through Friday by appointment only, 10 or more people.
Call 468-7231 for reservations or info.
Admission: Adults, $6 per show; Children/Seniors, $5 per show
Multi-show packages available

www.kenner.la.us
1212_KS_Holiday Tea.indd 1

1212_KennerFP.indd 1

11/25/12 8:52 AM

1112_PlanetariumAd.indd 1

10/27/12 10:02 AM
11/25/12 8:58 AM
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from The Editor

There is reason for optimism about Kenner’s future
By Allan Katz

By now, just
about everyone knows
that researchers have
discovered that Kenner’s demographics
have changed and not
in the best way.
And the Kohl’s store that is a natural for the
Kenner market possibly won’t open its doors until
2016 or 2017. And, it’s too bad that the very successful Academy Sporting Goods store is moving from
Kenner across the city border to Metairie because of
Wal-Mart incentives. That means Kenner will no longer benefit from sales taxes generated by Academy.
But, I’m here to tell you there is good news and
reason to be optimistic about Kenner’s future.
The good news is headlined by the fact that
there are a lot of good people committed to Kenner’s
future who are working really hard to rejuvenate the
city. These include Mayor Michael S. Yenni and his
administration, members of the City Council, Mayor
Yenni’s Economic Development Committee, the
mayor’s Code Enforcement Committee, the Univer-

sity of New Orleans Urban Studies Department and
the city’s economic development consultant GCR
Associates.
These are people who really believe in Kenner and its future. They see a city with the potential to renew itself and emerge, once again, as
America’s city.
As for the Kohl’s store, they say better 2016
or ’17 than not at all. They point to the progress
being made in the construction of the state of the
art multi-screen theater at The Esplanade mall
that will open next year in May. Problems with optic fiber cables under the parking lot have been
resolved. And, with real enthusiasm, they point
to the progress being made with the opening of
the new health and sciences charter school next
fall, to be housed temporarily at the old Maggiore
School until a new state of the art facility can be
constructed in the Loyola tract.
The consultants and analysts say that for
Kenner to resurge it needs to attract a new wave
of young affluent families. District 4 Councilwoman Maria DeFrancesch, a former school teacher
who understands the magnetic powers of a good

school, sees the new charter school as a catalyst
for Kenner’s long-term growth. When the new
health and sciences charter opens its doors in
August with 300 students, more than 40 percent
of those kids will be Kenner residents. It’s DeFrancesch’s belief and Mayor Yenni’s hope that
affluent parents of smart kids will want to move
to Kenner to assure that their children will have
first shot at seats in a school that will one day
graduate future health care professionals.
“The new charter school represents a breakthrough for us,” said DeFrancesch. “Great schools
are a catalyst that attracts the affluent and upwardly mobile, improves property values and gives
impetus to the growth of the community. All of those
who contributed to the effort to bring this school to
Kenner have good reason to be proud. This is the
kind of progressive thinking that we have needed to
improve our city.”
Of course, the new school by itself won’t be
enough to give Kenner the resurgence that is needed but it is certainly a solid step, as is the construction of the multi-screen theater at The Esplanade.
In much the same way, I think that the Ochsner

Medical Center-Kenner is a tremendous asset. Ochsner-Kenner has been recognized for its excellence
throughout the region and the nation. It, too, is a
catalyst for growth for the city.
There is even a bright side to Academy moving from The Pavillion as the mall owners, the
Sterik Company, are spending millions of dollars
to revamp the shopping center. They have already
started the process and in fact are courting major
national anchors.
I agree with Mayor Yenni who says, “Turning
Kenner around and resolving our city’s problems
are not an overnight journey. It’s more a marathon than a sprint. But we have acknowledged
our problems and we have set out on the designated path to make things better. While there
is no single magic pill that will resolve all of our
needs, we’ve started the ball rolling. When the
ball is rolling downhill, everyone will be telling us
that they knew all along this was the right way to
bring Kenner back to a preeminent position.”
Allan Katz can be reached at allanlkatz@bellsouth.net.
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The Republican Party is a political insane asylum
By Jeff Crouere
“The definition of
insanity is doing the
same thing over and
over again and expecting different results.”
Albert Einstein
In the end, it was another Democratic Party rout.
On Election Day, President Obama defeated Mitt Romney by over three million popular votes and 126 electoral votes.
The president won every battleground state except one and ushered in to Congress two more Democrats in the Senate and at least seven more in the House.
While Obama recorded seven million fewer votes than
in 2008, Romney was one million votes shy of reaching
John McCain’s losing total.
Although it was not a landslide, it was nowhere
near the nail biter that many GOP pundits and consultants were predicting. In fact, many of these supposed
geniuses were forecasting a Romney “landslide.” How
foolish do Dick Morris and Karl Rove look today?
In their post-election analysis, many of these
same “experts” are giving poisonous advice to a party
in serious trouble. They are recommending the party
move in the direction of Democrats on issues such as
illegal immigration, gay marriage, drug use, taxes, abortion to name a few. Following such advice would be the
death knell of the Republican Party.
To succeed, the GOP must stand for principles
that are starkly different from the Democratic Party;
otherwise there is no compelling reason for any voter
to support the Republican Party. Unfortunately, the Republican Party is controlled by the moderate, “country
club” establishment wing, also known as Republicans in
Name Only (RINOS).
This controlling faction is opposed to a true
conservative ever getting the nomination of the party.
The party establishment has successfully destroyed
every conservative candidate for the nomination
since Ronald Reagan.

The result is that the Republican Party has lost the
popular vote in five of the last six presidential elections.
The RINOS have given us Gerald Ford, Bush Sr. and Jr.,
Bob Dole, John McCain and, most recently, Mitt Romney.
As is custom, in the last primary season, every viable conservative candidate was savaged by the party
elite who backed Romney’s candidacy. They were joined
by the Fox News commentators, powerful pollsters like
Karl Rove and Dick Morris, and influential columnists
like George Will and Ann Coulter. All of them claimed
that Romney was the most electable candidate, and, in
the end, all of them were quite wrong.
After a billion dollars wasted on feckless advertising, Romney could not even match McCain’s pathetic
level of support. He did not inspire or motivate the conservative GOP base, and, thus, lost a quarter of the evangelical vote on Election Day. These voters knew Romney
was uncomfortable with social issues and had switched
his position on everything from gay marriage to abortion.
In the general election, Romney did not employ
the same hard ball tactics against Barack Obama that
he effectively used against his GOP opponents in the
primary season. Like John McCain in 2008, Romney’s
kid glove treatment of the president was an utter failure.
There is no better example than in the last debate, when
Romney played nice with the president and agreed with
many of his positions on foreign policy. Tragically, he
refused to criticize the president for his deception and
disastrous handling of the Benghazi terrorist attack.
Romney tried to make the entire campaign about
one issue, the economy. As a result, social conservatives
were given no reason to vote. The grassroots movement that delivered the House of Representatives to
the Republican Party, the Tea Party, was completely
ignored by the Romney campaign. Tea Party favorites,
like former Alaska Governor Sarah Palin, were not even
invited to the party’s convention in Tampa. To add insult to injury, Ron Paul delegates were rudely treated
in Tampa and many of them were denied credentials
to the convention. The Romney team wanted a “unani-

mous” convention, but it was a counterproductive tactic
as disgruntled Ron Paul supporters did not forget this
disgrace on Election Day.
Will the GOP ever learn? The correct response
is not to become more like Democrats but to nominate a candidate with courage who will embrace the
conservative principles outlined in the Republican
platform. In contrast, Mitt Romney treated the platform like it was the bubonic plague.
The quest for 2016 now begins and this will be an
effort to see whether conservatives can stay within the
GOP or find a new home, as recommended by former
presidential candidate Herman Cain.
To survive, Republicans cannot allow the beltway,
establishment wing of the party to dictate who will be
the next nominee. If so, it guarantees another loss, like
Romney and his predecessors.
The next nominee cannot be another moderate
flip flopper, but someone who can communicate powerful conservative principles while energizing, not insulting, the base of the party. The next nominee needs to
embrace the Tea Party movement and use this enthusiastic group as the foot soldiers for the next campaign.
Over the next four years, the last thing the Republican Party should do is move more to the political
left, which is already owned by the Democratic Party.
Even though this was another painful defeat, Republicans should not abandon their time tested principles;
instead, they should finally start to proclaim them.
Jeff Crouere is a native New Orleanian and
his Louisiana-based television program, “Ringside
Politics,” airs at 7:30 p.m. on Fridays and at 10:00
p.m. Sundays on PBS television station WLAE-TV,
Channel 32, and from 7:00 a.m. until 11:00 a.m.
weekdays on radio station WGSO 990 AM in New
Orleans and the north shore. Crouere is a political
analyst for WGNO-TV ABC26. Visit Crouere’s website at www.ringsidepolitics.com or email Crouere
at jeff@ringsidepolitics.com.
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Prayer breakfast continues on through the years
By Michael S. Yenni – Kenner Mayor
The idea of a
prayer breakfast has
become a way for
politicians to focus on
faith, leadership and
public service while also raising money for deserving charities. In Jefferson Parish, the creator of the
prayer breakfast was none other than my grandfather,
Joe Yenni, a former Kenner Mayor and Jefferson Parish President.
Back then, nearly four decades ago, the first
prayer breakfast ever in Jefferson Parish consisted of
10 people at a single table. But my grandfather and
other politicians who followed him stuck with the
concept of sharing spirituality with friends, family and
supporters and the concept of the prayer breakfast
has grown tremendously in popularity over the years.
On November 15 my third prayer breakfast as
mayor of Kenner was the most successful, exceeding
all expectations by drawing the biggest crowd yet to
Chateau Golf and Country Club. Approximately 450
people enjoyed the excellent food, music from the
Archbishop Chapelle High School Choir, Scripture
readings from local leaders, an inspirational message from teen-ager David Scotton and memorable
presentations from former Lt. Governor James E.
“Jimmy” Fitzmorris, Jr. and New Orleans Mayor Mitch
Landrieu.
I am proud to say the crowd included my wife,
mother and other family members and close friends,
every single member of the Kenner City Council, and
other elected officials representing St. Tammany Par

ish, Westwego, Grand Isle and other locales throughout the metropolitan New Orleans area.
The first speaker was Scotton, 18, a Jesuit High
School graduate who won the “Culture of Life” and
“Men for Others” awards. He is now at Louisiana State
University and plans to study law and eventually enter politics. He told the story of how his birth mother
changed her mind at the very last moment and decided not to have an abortion, and how that experience
has impacted his life.
Lt. Governor Fitzmorris, who on a fabulous
morning of devotion, introspection and prayer was
in many ways the highlight of the prayer breakfast,
spoke next. Celebrating his 91st birthday, he spoke
eloquently, and without notes, about his years of government work, passionately urging everyone in the
audience to consider a career of public service. He
said that his accomplishments on behalf of the city of
New Orleans and the state of Louisiana were among
the highlights of his long career.
Fitzmorris is a special friend and mentor to me,
a man whose career included a stint on the New Orleans City Council followed by time as lieutenant governor that included a re-election victory with an almost unheard-of total at the time of nearly one million
votes. He and then-Governor John McKeithen helped
to pave the way for the development of the Louisiana
Superdome, one of the greatest economic development projects in the history of New Orleans.
The audience was delighted to hear from former
New Orleans Mayor Maurice “Moon” Landrieu, also a
retired 4th Circuit Court of Appeals Judge, who intro-

GET IN THE WINNING SPIRIT!
WIN YOUR SHARE OF $18,000!
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
DECEMBER 7 - DECEMBER 29
12PM TO 2AM

Ring in the New Year by winning big!

YOU COULD WIN A
SHARE OF $9,000
IN CASH!
DECEMBER 30 & 31
12PM TO 2AM

SIGN UP FOR A ROYAL REWARDS CARD
TODAY AND YOU COULD SCRATCH & WIN!

NEW MEMBERS CAN WIN UP TO

$250 INSTANTLY!

duced his son, Mitch. Forty years ago, Moon Landrieu
and my grandfather became good friends as they led
their respective cities. It is ironic, then, that Mitch
and I also share a friendship and excellent relationship in the top posts in Kenner and New Orleans 40
years later.
Mitch Landrieu, who was sworn in on May 3,
2010, talked about the importance of his Jesuit education and the guidance he received over the years
from his parents, who raised nine children. Speaking
eloquently and with great humor, Landrieu shared the
prayerful approach he takes to his most difficult decisions. He also pointed out that he lost two races for
mayor of New Orleans before he was successful two
years ago. He won with a convincing majority of the
votes a day before the New Orleans Saints won the
Super Bowl in Miami. Landrieu jokingly said that he
looked forward to reading The Times-Picayune the
next morning, expecting details of his significant victory to be draped all over the front page. Instead, he

said, the pictures and enormous headlines on the
page were devoted to Drew Brees and the New Orleans Saints. His picture was indeed also on the front
page, squeezed into a small spot on the bottom corner
of the page, no bigger than a postage stamp. The message was clear, Landrieu said – even the mayor of New
Orleans must have humility.
Landrieu ended his talk by sharing with the
crowd the three things that he says are perhaps the
most important things in life to remember. He urged
everyone in the audience to never be afraid to say
these three things to the important people in their
lives: “I love you, I’m sorry and I forgive you.”
I want to thank all of the volunteers and contributors who helped make this special event possible. I
also want to point out that no public funds were used
in putting the prayer breakfast together. I look forward to an even more successful event next year.
Mayor Yenni can be reached at 468-7240
or by email at kennermayor@kenner.la.us.

Have a merry and safe holiday
season
By Steve Caraway – Kenner Police Chief
The
holiday
season is in full swing
and so are plans with
family and friends
during this joyful time. While it can be very easy to
get caught up in holiday plans and preparations, it’s
important to prepare your home and to take special
care yourself this time of year to ensure plans don’t go
awry. Please keep these tips in mind to help safeguard
yourself, your family and your home during the holiday
season.
When shopping during this time of year, forgo
carrying around large amounts of cash. Instead, make
gift purchases with checks or credit cards when possible. Don’t leave your items unattended and don’t flash
your valuables around for others to see, which could
make you a target. It’s also a good idea to periodically
return to your vehicle to unload your purchases, reducing the risk of leaving items behind. Carrying too
much at one time can also hinder your ability to react
quickly to a situation. Make sure to put your purchases
in the trunk of your vehicle and out of sight so thieves
aren’t tempted to break into your vehicle. When parking at shopping centers, do so in areas that are properly lit and bring a shopping partner along with you for
safety. Before you exit your vehicle, check the area to
make sure it looks safe and keep your engine running
until you’re ready to leave your vehicle in case you
should need to flee the area quickly. It’s imperative
that you always be aware of your surroundings.
In your home, avoid displaying gifts where they
can easily be seen from a window or doorway. Leav-

ing gifts in plain view may attract unwanted attention.
Also, never leave boxes from gifts or purchases, such
as TV or computer boxes, out on the curb for trash
pickup, which will clue others into valuable items located inside your home.
If you’ll be leaving town for the holidays, ask a
trusted neighbor to keep an eye on your home. Having
someone pick up your mail and parking their vehicle
in your driveway from time to time will give the appearance that someone is indeed home. You can also
create the illusion of someone being home by using
timers on lights, radios and TVs. Make a list of emergency contacts to bring with you on your journey including state police information for each state you’ll
be traveling through. If you’ll be flying during the
holidays, use covered luggage tags to conceal your address and consider using your office address instead of
your home address. Keep an eye on your luggage and
valuables both in the airport and on your flight and
consider wearing a waist/fanny pack or neck wallet,
especially while sleeping on a flight.
For extra peace of mind, feel free to contact the
Kenner Police Department at 712-2200 to request a
patrol of your home while you are away for the holidays. The Kenner Police Department wishes you and
your loved ones a safe and happy holiday season.
Please feel free to contact me should you have any
safety issues or concerns.
Kenner Police Chief Caraway can be reached
by email at kpd@kenner.la.us. Visit the Kenner Police Department website at www.kennerpd.com.

KPD Doll and Toy Fund needing donations
CHALMETTE · ELMWOOD · GRETNA · HOUMA · KENNER
LAPLACE · LULING/BOUTTE · METAIRIE · THIBODAUX
$18,000 Mistledough Money Drop not valid at Boutte and Thibodaux locations. Must be a new card member. Offer voided if not scratched off in the presence of OTB Casino
representative. Must be at least 21 years of age. Management reserves all rights to alter or cancel this promotion at any time. Must show proof of a valid government issued
photo I.D. See official rules for details.

The Kenner Police Department along with
The Esplanade mall will be accepting donations
for this year’s Doll and Toy Fund until December
21, 2012. Toys need to be unwrapped and appropriate for children, infant to 10 years of age. The Doll
and Toy Fund has a long history of bringing joy to
Jefferson Parish children in need.

There are two donation collection points.
Items can be dropped off in the front lobby of the
Kenner Police Department on Monday through
Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00.p.m. The address is
500 Veterans Boulevard in Kenner. The second
drop off point is at The Esplanade mall. Items can
page 23
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Civil service equals career opportunities
By Wendy Lorenz, Kenner Civil Service Director
Since its inception in 2007 Kenner’s
Civil Service Department has maintained a strong commitment to providing the citizens, employees, administrators and elected officials with a valuable,
proficient and expedient merit-based personnel
system. The city of Kenner utilizes a comprehensive set of rules and regulations, including an appeal process which affords permanent classified
employees an avenue to test the reasonableness
of adverse employment actions.
The most frequent question our department
receives daily is “What kinds of jobs are available
with the city?”
The city of Kenner has a multitude of positions in various departments that can accommodate a wide array of career interests. We make a
concerted effort to promote from within and assist our workforce in strategically advancing their
careers. We also continuously strive to solicit talents from external applicants. Our department
utilizes a variety of recruitment tools to assist
us in identifying highly qualified applicants for
open positions with the city. Such tools as online
job postings, local print advertisements, professional organizations and career centers at local
universities and technical colleges are targeted
to ensure quality applicants. To further screen
and accurately assess the knowledge, skills and

abilities of those applicants, internal and external, deemed to meet specific minimum qualification requirements for competitive positions,
the department administers various job-related
competitive testing formats such as written tests,
computerized tests, oral panels and experience
and training ratings.
Once a member of the city of Kenner’s dedicated work staff, the Civil Service Department
continues to provide opportunities for professional career development and skills training to
employees. Periodically, we host training seminars for our employees to assist in their career
development. Some of our most recent seminars
have focused on technical skills, customer service
skills and delegation and documentation skills for
supervisors, among others.
Additionally, an annual performance evaluation program was implemented. This initiative
is ongoing and mandatory for all classified personnel. We have also implemented an employee
recognition program and award outstanding employee certificates on a monthly, quarterly and
yearly basis.
The Civil Service Department is governed
by the Civil Service Board, which is comprised
of five volunteers who are appointed by various
institutions to perform quasi-judicial and administrative functions related to the Kenner merit
system of employment. The current board members include Mr. John Benz, Dr. Abdalla Darwish,

Ms. Pamela Occhipinti, Mr. David Richardson
and Ms. Grace Perez. The city is especially fortunate to have such dedicated, talented and professional individuals serve in this capacity. The
department also employs two individuals, myself
in the director position and and Mr. Vernon Welman, Jr. as a specialist.
Whether you are in pursuit of working outdoors, with the citizens and youth of our community or with administrative or legal professionals,
the city may offer a unique fit for your interests.

For further information concerning our department or to inquire about current opportunities
for application, please contact a member of our
team directly at 466-5477.
The Kenner Civil Service Department is
located at on the second floor of the Lentini
Building at 1801 Williams Boulevard in Kenner. Kenner Civil Service Director Wendy Lorenz can be reached at 466-5477 or by email at
wlorenz@kenner.la.us.

Join Us For An

After Hours
Networking Event
Thursday, December 6
5:30 - 7:30pm
Sponsored by and hosted by

Free Food and Beverages
Great Door Prizes!
reservations@kpba.biz

1212_KPBA.indd 1

E-mail reservations@kpba.biz
to make reservations
11/25/12 9:06 AM
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Veterans Memorial Highway beautification to begin

Steven A. Watts
Attorney at Law
35 years
experience

Estate planning, Wills, Trusts,
Successions, Business Transactions
Corporate, Franchise & Real Estate Law

Jefferson Parish District 4 Councilman Ben Zahn has announced a beautification project that is out for bid and is proposed to begin in early 2013 for Veterans Memorial Highway.
“Upon taking office last January, I began reviewing various
projects that had been on the back burner. In so doing, I noticed
that there was no beautification projects scheduled in District
4 of Jefferson Parish. I began working with several of the homeowner’s associations in the area and ultimately decided to move
on the Veterans corridor beautification project just east of the
I-10 near the Rooms to Go store to the Kenner line,” said Zahn.
“I discussed the idea with Kenner Mayor Mike Yenni and felt like
this would tie in perfectly with the city’s recent project at the
Veterans Memorial Highway line.”

The project, Phase VII of the Veterans Boulevard CPZ Beautification will begin at the Jefferson Parish/city of Kenner line
and continue past Interstate 10 to tie into the existing Phase
I site located at West Canal Avenue. The project will feature a
comprehensive tree planting, additional landscape beds, landscape lighting, new turf, and an irrigation system. In addition, in
the narrow medians where concrete is currently installed it will
be removed and pavers will be installed.
“Given the unprecedented cooperation now between the
city and the Parish Council’s District 4, I believe that more
projects such as Coconut Beach and the pending annexation of
a segment of Laketown, east of Treasure Chest Casino, will be
forthcoming,” continued Zahn.

4200 S. I-10 Service Road • Suite 110 • Metairie

836-0811
0912_Watts.indd 1

8/24/12 10:08 PM

Children’s Boutique

Hours:
Mon-Sat. - 10:00-6pm
Sizes: Girls NB-10 & Boys NB-8
Closed Sunday
819 W. Esplanade Ave. Ste E • Kenner, La 70065 • 504-305-5945
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HQ WatcH & JeWelry repair
Pedro Romero – Watchmaker
Battery Replacement $5 – 1yr. Guarantee
Lay Away Plans

We Do All Types of RepAiRs
Watches: Movado, Elgin, Rolex, Hamilton, Gucci,
Bulova, Walthan, Tissol, Wall Clocks and more…
Jewelry: Welding of Chains, Ring Repairs,
Ring Sizing, small and large, Diamond Mounting,
Engraving of Rings and Bracelets,
Welding of Glasses and more…
los latinos plaza suite
3521 florida Ave., suite 1B, Kenner, lA 70065
305-1721 • www.aiyellow.com/hqwatch
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Talk to your
neighbors, then
talk to me.

Marie Clesi, Agent
2401 Veterans Memorial Blvd
Kenner, LA 70062
Bus: 504-469-1421
marie.clesi.b270@statefarm.com

7/27/12 8:04 PM

See why State Farm insures more
drivers than GEICO and Progressive
combined. Great service, plus
discounts of up to 40 percent.*
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
CALL FOR QUOTE 24/7.

On November 14, 2012, Kenner Mayor Michael S. Yenni welIn a letter to the city, in advance of the HUD visit, federal ofcomed the arrival of investigators from the U.S. Department of
ficials said they intended to talk with the board’s commissioners,
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Office of Public Housing
along with Executive Director Claudette Raphael. In the same
as they examine allegations of possible improprieties in the Ken- letter, the director of the HUD Office of Public Housing, Cheryl
ner Housing Authority.
Williams, stated, “We appreciate your cooperation and look forCity Attorney Keith Conley sent a letter in June 2012 to
ward to working with the Kenner Housing Authority to recover
HUD officials asking for investigators to come down after being
and achieve sustainable performance.”
informed about potential questionable practices. Conley pointed
Yenni said he is eager to learn the results of the investigation.
out that the city has limited authority over the Kenner Housing “We look forward to any and all recommendations made by HUD,”
Authority Board. “The mayor’s only responsibility in regards to
he said. Yenni stressed that this inquiry should not be a reflecthe Kenner Housing Authority is the appointment and removal
tion on the board. “These volunteers are taking time away from
of board members,” Conley said. “That is why the mayor reached
their families and working hard to benefit the city of Kenner; we
out to the federal agency, which funds the board, asking for their
appreciate their service to the city. The board raised the initial
assistance in making sure the agency was being operated in an
concerns, which is why I requested and welcomed the assistance
efficient manner.”
of a higher authority.”

Two Kenner Home Rule charter amendments pass,
Congressmen reelected
When Kenner voters went to the polls on November 6, 2012,
they were faced with two city of Kenner Home Rule charter
amendment propositions and both were approved.
The first amendment provides for the restriction of political
activity for nonelected city of Kenner employees on behalf of a
city candidate in city of Kenner elections. This amendment prevents city employees appointed to their positions from campaigning on behalf of candidates in any city elections. Kenner voters
approved this amendment by 69.82 percent with 19,572 casting
votes out of 38,092 registered voters, a turnout of 51.4 percent.
The second proposition amends Section 2.09 of the city’s
charter requiring contracts with a value of $100,000 or more to
be ratified through ordinance by the Kenner City Council. This

amendment which passed by 73.17 percent now means that the
City Council would have to approve any professional contracts
that exceed $100,000.
Voter turnout was just over 51 percent with 19,511 voting out
of 38.092 registered voters.
Kenner voters in precincts K001 through K013A, K014, K016
thru K020, K025, K027, K028, K034 and K035 reelected “Steve”
Scalise as U.S. Representative for the 1st Congressional District.
Scalise received 67 percent of the vote.
In the other U.S. Representative race involving Kenner, for
the 2nd Congressional District seat, Cedric Richmond was the
candidate voters in K013B, K015, K021 thru K024, K026 and K029
thru K033 precincts reelected with 55 percent of the vote.

Community
Thirteenth annual Muhleisen “Service of Remembrance”
for loved ones held in December at Pontchartrain Center

®

®

1001174.1

Kenner Mayor Welcomes HUD Investigation of Local
Housing Authority

*Discounts vary by states.
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
State Farm Indemnity Company, Bloomington, IL

The thirteenth annual Christmas “Service of Remembrance”
will be held at 7:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 6, 2012, in the
Pontchartrain Center’s Belle Grove Plantation ballroom, located at
Williams Boulevard at the lake. This is a free event sponsored by
the family and staff of L. A. Muhleisen and Son Funeral Homes and
Millet-Guidry Funeral Home.
“The holidays are not festive for all, especially those who have
experienced the loss of a loved one during the year. We are offering
a very comforting and meaningful program that we feel provides
those in attendance with a source of strength and inspiration to

help them throughout the holiday season,” said Edward L. Muhleisen, a fifth generation funeral director.
“We will honor and remember by name the deceased loved ones
of those families present. Interlaced with a delightful array of music,
this program will serve as a wellspring of comfort, consolation and
encouragement,” said Muhleisen.
The keynote speaker will be Sandra Washington, BSW,
RSW. Washington will relate the events following her children’s
death in an accident on Airline Highway in St. Rose. Visit
page 23
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Sports
Things looking up at Tulane
By Ken Trahan
Up until very recently, these have not
been the best of times
for Tulane athletics.
Green Wave baseball, an elite program
not long ago, has slipped into the land of the ordinary,
regularly missing the NCAA touranment.
Men’s basketball has been a non-factor since Perry
Clark left over a decade ago.
Football has been irrelevant, with hardly anyone
noticing and even fewer attending Green Wave games in
the Mercedes-Benz Superdome.
Finally, there is a turn for the better.
Tulane athletics has built a wave (pardon the pun)
of momentum.
First, there was the football hire of Curtis Johnson. While the Green Wave only netted a couple of wins
in 2012, there is hope for the future with C.J. on board.
He has brought in talented young local players. He seems
to have the ear of the school hierarchy, which is giving
him a little leeway to recruit student-athletes who may
be borderline Tulane qualifiers (or less). He is terribly
enthusiastic. He is local. He believes he can win. That is
half the battle.
Ed Conroy appears to be a solid basketball coach.
He has slowly infused the program with more talent and
they are approaching being more competitive in Conference USA.
Rick Jones remains a fine baseball coach with a
winning program. The question remains as to whether he
can return the Green Wave to prominence. He has done
it before.

The real advancement with Tulane athletics has come off
the field.
First, there was the building of the practice facility for basketball and volleyball, a recruiting tool and a
definite improvement.
Then came the formal announcement of Yulman
Stadium, an on-campus football stadium at Tulane for the
first time since Tulane Stadium went away in 1980. Tulane stopped playing there after the 1974 season. Johnson
even helped get Tom Benson to the table financially to
make it a reality. Ground will be broken in 2013 and the
stadium is expected to open in 2014.
While it is not the panacea to curing the losing problem with Tulane football, it will help the collective psyche
of the players, coaches, administrators, supporters and
prospective supporters. It should return a sorely needed
student presence to the games. What excuse could they
possibly have now that the games are on campus?
Then, there is the reconfigured, improved Devlin
Field House, aka, the former Fogelman Arena.
With improved seating, more space and a better
feel, there is a feeling of “new” with the old building.
While a new basketball arena is what is really needed, this is progress.
As a result, any thoughts by naysayers about Tulane
dropping out of Division I or even forgetting about athletics are vanquished, at least for the immediate future.
Ultimately, winning is the cure to all ills. If Tulane’s
three major programs can turn the corner, fans will return. A new generation of Green Wave fans can emerge.
It is possible.
When I was young, I attended Tulane football
games all the time. It was a blast!

I went to the Tulane Gym regularly. Johnny Arthurs and Jeff Cummings were two of my favorite players.
Watching Pete Maravich play a game there against the
Green Wave was special.
I enjoyed watching Milt Retif and Joe Brockhoff’s
baseball teams. Covering games then was a far cry from
the comfort of Greer Field at Turchin Stadium.
There are still glaring needs. A new basketball
arena is eventually essential. A better practice facility for
football is needed. An indoor “bubble” for Johnson and
his squad to escape the rain is coveted. Fortunately, Johnson has a good relationship with the Saints and has used
it to get his team into their indoor facility at times.
Ultimately, the oldest axiom in politics is “follow the
money.” That is certainly the case in Division I athletics
as well. Keep an eye on the ongoing commitment, moving

9

forward, by the Tulane administration to athletics. Keep
an eye on the slight relaxation of admission standards to
get skilled student-athletes into school. It is a good thing
to provide opportunity, provided you do not get burned.
For the first time since Jones took a pair of teams
to the College World Series (most recently in 2005), there
is genuine optimism and a feeling of excitement about
Tulane athletics. That is a good thing.
Ken Trahan serves as sports director of
WGSO 990 AM/WGSO.com and is president
and general manager of www. SportsNola.com.
Trahan is the also the general manager and chairman of the board of the Saints Hall of Fame Museum in the Louisiana Superdome, and runs the Life
Resources Sports Ministry.
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Philip Kahn DDS
& Associates
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Real Estate

Care for your castle…and it will care for you!
By Linda R. Martin
Your home represents an investment as
well as being a protective haven for your family and possessions. Have you
the foresight to protect it? If you have been through
an emergency or disaster, you know the importance of
this question. If you have only experienced a disaster
through the news, you can only begin to imagine. But
like many homeowners, you may be asking how you
begin to tackle the task of being prepared for emergencies? Begin by looking at the structure and systems
in your home.
Roof, doors, windows, walls and vents
Designed to keep water, wind and other elements out while keeping the heat in and allowing
venting for health reasons, you must know the basic
state of each element. Roofs that are leaking or have
branches overhanging them can lead to extensive re

pairs down the road. In our hurricane-prone region,
roofs should be secured with ties so that the trusses
are attached firmly to the walls. Storm season in certain areas can spell disaster if you cannot secure large
windows. During power outages, remember that a
poorly placed generator near a vent can bring carbon
monoxide into your home, which could lead to death.
Get to know the structure and condition of your home
for your own safety.
Water
In the event of an emergency, knowing how to
turn off water to your home could be key to preventing
substantial damage if your plumbing becomes compromised. Public water systems can be compromised
in times of large-scale emergency, so don’t assume
your water automatically is safe to drink.
Electric
Are your power lines buried or exposed? Are there
large trees nearby that could threaten the power sup-

ply? Consider preventive tree trimming. Do you know
the location of your breaker box? Do you know the
health of your wiring? Do you have GFCI plugs to protect people from electric shock? Is the house grounded?
If you have a generator, is it stored in a safe place? Do
you have fuel for it? Do you know the load it can handle?
Heating and cooling systems
Have you had your furnace and air conditioner
maintained recently? If your system is powered by
natural gas, knowing how to turn off the gas to your
home could prevent a potential explosion in the event
of a leak.
Communications systems
Summoning help during an emergency could be
one of your biggest concerns. Your home’s phone and
Internet may not be available and even cell phone service may be down. Knowing about your cable or DSL
system could help you in getting much needed information. In power outages, many of these systems need
to be rebooted or reset to operate. Hand-held radios

with batteries are often a useful way to get information. Weather/emergency radios provide up to the
minute forecasts and information specific to your area.
An ounce of prevention
Don’t assume anything and go over your insurance
policy with your agent when you renew annually. Understanding your coverage for disasters can mean the difference of thousands of dollars in the event disaster strikes.
Having an inventory of your home and possessions in the
form of a written list, photos or videos will aid you in the
event you have to file a claim- but be sure to keep a duplicate copy in a secure place off site.
Linda R. Martin, who is licensed in Louisiana,
can be reached at 443-6464 or at her Gardner Realtors office located at 4140 Williams Boulevard in Kenner, LA. Gardner Realtors is a local independently
owned and operated company. Visit the company
website at www.gardnerrealtors.com.

Health
Prevention of back pain: Core stabilization
By Craig Goodwin
If your back
aches, you are not
alone. Four out of five
adults experience at

least one bout of back pain at some time during their
lifetime. Low back pain is the fifth-leading cause of
trips to the doctor in the United States. In addition,
back pain is the leading cause of work-related disabil

OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Men’s
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Ring
We Pay up to $515
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1750 ozt Gold Market
With Coupon
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Anyone
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Broken Jewelry • Rolex Watches • Estate Jewelry • Platinum

20%

1012_TopDollar.indd 1

weeks to several months of stretching to mobilize the
spine and soft tissues, but will find that increased motion in the spine will lead to decreased pain in the low
back. As there is a direct correlation with decreasing
back pain and stretching, strengthening the abdominal
muscles in our core will lead to increased stabilization
and decreased pain in the low back area as well. The
abdominal muscles act as a natural corset to the spine,
helping to increase the stability, decreasing our chance
of injury. It is important to learn how to activate the abdominal and low back muscles to help prevent low back
injury during lifting activities. When lifting, you should
be able to tighten the abdominal muscles, allowing for
a more stable spine, while locking into a good low back
posture that will protect the low back during these
activities. We all need to become more active in core
stabilization exercises to help prevent low back injury.
If your back keeps you from doing your favorite activities, please contact professionals to evaluate you and
design exercise programs for you.
Craig Goodwin, physical therapist, is president
of Kenner Orthopedic and Sports Therapy located at
3921 Williams Boulevard in Kenner and at two other
locations in Metairie and on the West Bank. Goodwin
graduated from LSU Medical School Department of
Allied Health Department of Physical Therapy in 1987.
The professionals at Kenner Orthopedic and Sports
Therapy can be contacted via email at kennerortho@
gmail.com or by visiting www.orthosportstherapy.com.

Twenty-two Ochsner nurses named among
2012 “Great 100 Nurses of Louisiana”

• 6626 Jefferson Hwy | Harahan
Across from Colonial Bowling Alley • 504-575-3467
• 1660 Barataria Blvd. | Marrero
Across from Starbucks • 504-941-7854
• 2537 Williams Blvd. | Kenner • 504-287-4450
Across from Sylvesters Western Wear

Receive an extra

ity and the leading cause of disability under the age of
45. Every year, $16 billion is spent in the management
of low back pain. Although back pain is common, it is
possible for you to prevent most back problems with
simple steps such as exercise and practicing good posture when sitting and standing.
There are many different reasons for low back
pain or injury. Improper lifting or lifting loads over
our individual limit, poor posture with sitting and/
or standing activities and obesity or being unfit that
can lead to weakness in the abdominal muscles and
increased pressure on the low back area. Active forms
of exercise as those taught in physical therapy are
typically necessary to rehabilitate the spine and help
alleviate back pain. The abdominal and low back area
of the body is called your core. Core stabilization is
a series of exercises that strengthen this area of the
body to help stabilize you during different levels of
strenuous daily activities. Stretching and conditioning
the low back muscles while strengthening the abdominal muscles lead to a more stable core that protects
the low back against injury. Being able to activate your
abdominal muscles and lock into a protected posture
during heavy lifting will help prevent low back injury.
Almost everyone can benefit from stretching
the soft tissues in the back and around the spine. The
spinal column, its muscles, ligaments and tendons are
all designed to move and any limitations in this motion of the spine can increase back pain. Patients that
suffer from chronic low back pain may find it takes

FoR youR Gold,
SilveR oR Platinum
excludes Coins, diamonds & Watches
With Coupon only. one per customer.
9/28/12 8:26 PM

Ochsner Health System recently announced
that 22 Ochsner registered nurses from throughout
southeast Louisiana were honored among the state’s
Great 100 Nurses. This year’s honorees were recognized for their outstanding contributions to the profession on October 24, 2012 at the Ponchartrain Center
in Kenner.
“We take great pride in the compassionate, qual-

ity care that we provide here at Ochsner,” said Lisa
Colletti, vice president of nursing at Ochsner Medical
Center. “These 22 outstanding nurses are truly leaders
in all that they do for the patients and families who put
their trust in Ochsner each day.”
Ochsner’s nursing staff has a history of acknowledgments by the Great 100 Nurses Foundation for
page 23
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By Steven A. Watts
Sometimes the
things we do have unintended consequences. Frequently we label those
types of occurrences as accidents, our negligence
causing someone else harm. However, our responsibility is not always limited to our actions. Under
Louisiana law responsibility can arise out of our
status as a homeowner.
Louisiana law provides that a seller provides
the buyer with by an implied warranty that the thing
being sold is free from hidden defect and is reasonably fit for its intended use. In residential real estate,
this means that a seller can be held responsible to
the buyer for a hidden defect present in his house
even though he had no actual knowledge of the defect’s existence. The defect must be “redhibitory” in
nature. In other words, it must render the thing sold,
“useless, or its use so inconvenient that it must be
presumed a buyer would not have bought the thing
had he known of the defect.” (see Louisiana Civil
Code Article 2520.) If the hidden defect is found to
be redhibitory, the buyer’s remedies include damages, reduction of the sales price or even rescission of
the sale. The buyer can seek these remedies for up
to one year from the date of the sale or even longer
in some circumstances.
Fortunately, the law does permit the parties to
negotiate with regard to the implied warranty. Louisiana Civil Code Article 2548 provides that the buyer
and seller may limit or even exclude any implied war-

1

ranty against redhibitory defects. This is commonly
referred to as an “as is” sale. The limitation or waiver
of warranty must be clearly and unambiguously written and brought to the attention of the buyer. It must
be clear that he is actually waiving his legal rights
against the seller to make a claim for unknown and
hidden defects and not just agreeing to purchase the
property in its current condition. Sales containing
an “as is” clause are common in residential transactions, however, a court will often inquire into the
circumstances of the transaction to insure that the
purchaser gave an informed consent to the waiver.
The old adage, “Let the buyer beware” still
has application in today’s marketplace. However,
the seller should also be vigilant to insure that he
doesn’t experience the unintended consequence of
a post sale claim for a redhibitory defect. The final
result boils down to how the transaction is negotiated and making sure the properly drafted documents reflect that agreement.
Steven A. Watts, a member of the Louisiana
State Bar Association, has been a practicing attorney for over 35 years. His office is located at 4200
S. I-10 Service Road, Suite 110, in Metairie. Estate
planning, wills, trusts, successions, business transactions and corporate, franchise and real estate
law are his primary areas of practice. Watts is also
the owner and manager of Amerititle, Inc. and can
be reached at 836-0811 or swatts@amerititlela.com.
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Christmas

As you rush around with the
business of the season,
Please remember it’s all about Jesus
his birth, his love, his free gift of
forgiveness, salvation and eternal life.
May you always remember,
christ is the reason for christmas

Merry Christmas
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Airport

Airport construction wrapping up

By Iftikhar Ahmad - Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport Director of Aviation
As we enter
the December holiday season and approach the new year,
I am happy to report
we are completing the final touches on all of
the construction and wrapping up our $356 million modernization program. We, at the airport,
are excited about the changes and I know our
passengers that have not been in the airport recently will be impressed by the new décor, the
new shops and the new restaurants. The new
look of the terminal is taking shape as the transformation from the old to the new becomes reality. Our team is happy to announce that many
dust walls are coming down signaling the end
of construction. Most importantly, the interior
terminal phase of the modernization is now
moving at a fast pace. For example, the remodeled entrance to the parabola that is the site for
Concourse C is now open, allowing in natural
light while opening up the lobby. New escalators
are being installed in key areas of the terminal
with more to come. New gleaming trash receptacles have been placed throughout the termi-
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nal and seating is being reupholstered. Down in
baggage claim, the dust walls around the baggage carousels are down and the installation
of the back-lit columns is almost complete. In
the walkway between Concourses C and D, the
expanded Westwin News has reopened with a
new contemporary look. On Concourse D, the
new Essence News is open and Jazz Essence
has re-opened on the concourse next to the
new Perlis Cajun Clothing. In the East Terminal
pre-security, the Creole Kitchen is once again
open with twice the space and on Concourse B,
Zatarain’s Kitchen, the first of our new restaurants opened for business before Thanksgiving.
Eateries throughout the airport scheduled for
completion this month are WOW Wingery, Ye
Olde College Inn, Copeland’s Cheesecake Factory and Dookey Chase, the anchor restaurant
in the terminal.
In other airport news, we were pleased in
the latter part of November to announce additional air service and a new destination by
Frontier Airlines, one of our 10 airlines serving
the greater New Orleans metro area. Beginning February 1, 2013, Frontier will operate a
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trated on changing the look, the operation and
the transparency of the airport. It is evident to
me and I hope it is evident to the community we
serve.
Iftikhar Ahmad, director of aviation for Louis Armstrong New Orleans
International Airport may be reached at
director@flymsy.com. Check your local listings for the air time of the Armstrong International Airport 30 minute television
program, “Airport Alive,” or view it on the
airport website, www.flymsy.com, by clicking
on the “Airport Alive” link on the “News and
Stats” page. You can now follow the airport
on Facebook.com/Armstrongintl and Twitter @
NO Airport. To find out how to be a volunteer at
the airport, click on “Ambassador” on the airport’s website homepage.

Insurance
Chimney and wood burning
fireplace safety
By Marie M. Clesi

LET US WRAP UP
YOUR HOLIDAY
SHOPPING

Georgys_1112.indd 1

direct flight to Trenton, NJ with a Monday and
Friday frequency on their 138-seat Airbus 319
to the Trenton-Mercer airport, located 38 miles
from downtown Philadelphia and 65 miles from
midtown Manhattan. Frontier is a low fare carrier that also operates a seasonal flight to their
Denver hub from New Orleans. We continue to
work towards reaching the 10 million passenger
mark with new destinations. Every new flight
will push us closer to that goal.
This has been a very productive year and I
am extremely proud of our team and the results
they have accomplished in the last two and half
years, during which time I have had the privilege to lead them. I recently had a chance to
share with them the fact that they are making
history together. For the last few years, the New
Orleans Aviation Board and staff have concen

A night by the
fireplace will keep
your heating bill lower and keep you nice and
toasty. But wood burning appliances have become
the largest source of heating-related fires in U.S.
homes, so it’s important to understand how to
safely maintain your chimney and fireplace.
Know your hearth
Take the time to learn just what kind of
chimney and fireplace you have. If you have a freestanding wood burner with a factory-built metal
chimney, make sure to have a professional install
it or follow the manufacturer’s specific guidelines,
as those have been created using the appropriate
national standards. Also, be aware of the proper
placement of a fireplace in a room. Always have a
floor protector below it and have it extend at least
18 inches on all sides. You don’t want a loose piece
of wood to pop out of the fire and end up on the
nearby carpet or wall.
With a masonry chimney, always close the
screen once the fire is lit. Be especially cautious
with your young children, and don’t let them within three feet of any kind of fireplace. Stoke your
fire with the poker and andirons, not other pieces
of wood. And keep the chimney flue open to ensure
that the fire is properly ventilated.

Know your creosote
The most significant thing to consider in regards to chimney safety is creosote. This is a black
tar-like residue that collects in the chimney flue
from past fires. Creosote is highly combustible and
over time can accumulate thickly enough to start
a chimney fire. For this reason, you’ll want to call
a chimney sweep at least once a year before the
heating season for a professional cleaning.
The sweep should fix any cracks, blockages
or leaks in the masonry or lining of your chimney
that could present a future hazard. Inspect your
chimney often. A good rule of thumb is to have the
chimney cleaned if there is one-eighth inch to onefourth inch of creosote on the walls or lining.
In the meantime, you can take precautions to
avoid further creosote buildup. Only burn seasoned
wood. Not all firewood is created equal. You’ll want
wood that was cut the previous year and has been
stored away since that time. This wood is dark or
gray compared to freshly cut, unseasoned “green
wood.” It is brittle, has cracks running through
each piece and is quite dry. It will produce the
most heat and least amount of creosote.
Avoid slow, smoldering fires. Having more
smoke than flame in your fireplace is never good.
Reduce the smokiness by not burning newspapers or cardboard for kindling. Cut wood into thin
sticks to get the fire going. Also, don’t use lighter
fluid because it burns up quickly, leading to more
smoke.
Burn everything up. Use a highly efficient
fireplace that fully burns all the combustibles and
turns everything to dust.
Marie M. Clesi is the owner of Marie Clesi Insurance Agency, Inc. Clesi, a Kenner resident and
a select State Farm agent, is a Chartered Property
Casualty Underwriter (CPCU) providing auto, home,
renter’s, life and health insurance along with financial services. Clesi’s office is located at 2401 Veterans
Boulevard, Suite 7, in Kenner. Clesi can be contacted
at 469-1421 or marie.clesi.b270@statefarm.com. Visit
Clesi’s website at www.marieclesi.net.
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Ochsner-Kenner/LSUHSC neuroendocrine cancer program reveals life changing
information at national patient conference
By Paolo Zambito
The unfortunate
deaths of Steve Jobs,
co-founder of Apple and
Dave Thomas, founder of Wendy’s have brought recent
notoriety to neuroendocrine tumors. While these tumors are rare, the number of patients who are diagnosed
with them is increasing by more than five percent annually and the overall incidence of these tumors has tripled
in a single decade. Arising from the endocrine and nervous systems, these tumors are usually slow growing and,
because patients may have very vague symptoms, often
difficult to diagnose.
In September, Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner,
the Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center
(LSUHSC) and the Carcinoid Cancer Awareness Network co-sponsored the 2012 National Carcinoid/Neuroendocrine Tumor (NET) Patient Conference held at the
Astor Crowne Plaza in New Orleans. Patients and members of their support teams came to the conference from
around the world to be part of this event that only takes

place once every two to three years.
“It is remarkable to have so many world-class
neuroendocrine experts together to share the latest,
cutting-edge technology in this field,” says Dr. Eugene
Woltering, The James D. Rives Professor of Surgery,
LSUHSC New Orleans. “Educating neuroendocrine cancer patients is one of the best methods of getting current
information into the hands of the medical community.
We are able to do that thanks to this conference.”
Some of the groundbreaking work in the field of
NETs unveiled at the conference includes the following.
Lymphatic mapping – This technique, invented
by Yi-Zarn Wang, MD, DDS, FACS, Ochsner-Kenner, has
proven to be critical in preserving bowel length and the ileocecal valve, the area between the small bowel and colon.
Plasma 5-HIAA – Traditionally, a serotonin
metabolite called plasma 5-HIAA, is measured in
the urine using a 24-hour urine collection technique
requiring a special diet for three days and a special
urine receptacle. Eugene A. Woltering, MD, in conjunc-

tion with the InterScience Institute in Inglewood, California, developed a new, more convenient alternative
to the 24-hour test. Results have been remarkable with
over 200 patients switching to the new assay over the
last several months.
Ochsner-Kenner is one of a handful of multidisciplinary centers for neuroendocrine tumors in the United
States and one of a few places in the country where patients can be treated using cutting edge techniques. The
neuroendocrine tumor program at Ochsner-Kenner, in
partnership with Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center, utilizes a multi-specialty team approach
involving not only specialists in medical and surgical
oncology, liver transplantation, nuclear medicine and
gastroenterology, but also nurses, dieticians and social
workers who provide support to the patients and their
families. The NET program is unique in that it offers a variety of treatment options in one program so patients are
not going from doctor to doctor or one location to another.
“Our physicians have more than 50 years of combined experience and our surgeons have performed
more than 500 cytoreductive operations on patients

with neuroendocrine tumors,” said Dr. Woltering. “People from across the country come to Ochsner-Kenner
because the program we have put together is unlike anything else and our physicians are at the top of the field.”
For complete information on the neuroendocrine tumor program at Ochsner-Kenner, please visit
www.ochsner.org/net.

Paolo Zambito, R.N., is chief executive officer at
Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner, whose stated mission
is to improve the high level of quality patient care to
local residents and the surrounding communities by
focusing considerable efforts on increasing Ochsner’s
support of the community as well as expanding medical services in the city. Zambito serves on the boards of
the Louisiana Emergency Response Network (LERN)
Commission Region 1 and the Louisiana Extended
Care Hospital of Kenner and is a member of the Jefferson Chamber of Commerce and Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce of Louisiana. For more information on the
services and physicians at Ochsner Medical CenterKenner call 464-8000.

Ochsner-Kenner is only hospital in Louisiana with a NanoKnife, used to eliminate malignant tumors
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By Allan Katz
Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner is the first hospital in the state to be equipped with a surgical device
called a NanoKnife that is used to eliminate malignant
tumors.

“We obtained our NanoKnife about a year ago,”
says Dr. J. Philip Boudreaux, professor of surgery at
the LSU Health Sciences Center and surgeon at the
combined LSU/Ochsner-Kenner’s Neuroendocrine Tumor Program. “There are only about a dozen of these
devises in use in the entire country. In the last year, we

have used the NanoKnife in about 50 patients, treating
over 100 malignant tumors and we have been extremely pleased by the results.”
Dr. Boudreaux said Ochsner-Kenner was selected as a site for the NanoKnife because of its reputation
as an excellent hospital, its experience with treating

complex tumors and its alliance with the LSU Health
Sciences Center. The device was purchased by LSU
for use in Kenner. “Most of the physicians in our clinic
here at Ochsner-Kenner are members of the LSU
Health Sciences Center faculty and I think that is
page 23

Peace on earth
starts here.

‘Tis the season for Massage Envy Spa gift cards.
Good for massages, facials and peace of mind. Ready to
gift in any denomination at your local Massage Envy Spa.
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49

Introductory 1-hour $
massage session*
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819 W. Esplanade Ave., Ste B
corner of Chateau Blvd.
(504) 496-9000
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Adventures with Ronnie K
By Ed Clancy
The time: some- service. He’s been president and chairman of
where in the mid
the Sugar Bowl, chairman of the Louisiana
nineteen eighties. Tourist Commission, president of the World
The place: London, Trade Center, an organizer of Jazz and French
England. My wife
Quarter Festivals, and, most dear to his heart,
Miss Norma and I
president of the Louisiana Easter Seal Society.
were in the Underground. That’s the official
Ronnie would dragoon me every year to be
term for the London subway system. The unof- one of his many co-hosts on the annual Easter
ficial name is “The Tube.” At many of the sta- Seals Telethon and every year I was happily
tions, the escalators were two, maybe three, dragooned. As a thank-you to all the volunstories steep. Alongside the escalators, each
teers, he and Gardner opened their beautiful
and every commercial message was in a proper
home, Chateau Kole (formerly Chahta-Ima)
frame, all of them identical in size, and they
on Bayou Liberty in Slidell for a weekend parwent up the walls like stair steps. One of them
ty. That evolved into a fund raiser for Easter
caught my eye. Next to a drawing of a man
Seals – Jazz on the Bayou – which is now in
playing a piano it read “Ronnie Kole tonight
its 21st year. My two little girls would go with
through Sunday at Pizza Express –Dean Street, me every year and Ronnie would let them
Soho” You could have knocked us off the escala- take the wheel of his canopied tourist boat
tor with a feather. Here was our friend, Ronnie
up and down the bayou. One of best souvenirs
Kole, in London at the same time we were, and
I own is a large picture of longtime telethon
playing in a pizza joint. There was no question
national host Pat Boone, holding my youngthat we had to go surprise him. When we got
est, Elisabeth, at around age four. I grew up
there his combo was playing in the basement
with Pat Boone and was (and still am) a big
showroom of what turned out to be a somewhat
fan, but it was a long time in my teenage life
upscale pizza joint.
before I discovered that Fats Domino actually
In the darkness I scribbled a note on
recorded “Ain’t That a Shame” first.
a napkin and passed it forward to the stage.
Fats is a member of the Louisiana Music
Ronnie took the note and read, out loud, the
Hall of Fame and it was because of that orgafollowing: “Please play ‘Do You Know What It
nization that I drove to Slidell on November
Means to Miss New Orleans, Ed and Norma.’” 4 of this year for the induction of one Ronnie
You could have knocked him off his piano
Kole as its newest member.
bench with our feather.
“Ronnie is one of our greatest piano playTo celebrate our chance meeting, the
ers and he’s a different animal from Ellis
next day Ronnie took us to Rules, the oldest
Marsalis or Fats or Randy Newman” – Those
restaurant in London, where the future King
words coming from Mike Shepherd, execuEdward VII used to take his girlfriend Miss
tive director of the Hall. “He’s his own piano
Lily Langtree, always entering by a secret en- player, very flexible, and very creative,” said
trance. Edward’s wife was named Alexandra, Shepherd.
and when our first daughter was born in 1986,
The Louisiana Music HOF has been offiwe named her Alexandra inasmuch as her fa- cial for only six years, but Shepherd and his
ther was an Edward too.
co-founder Del Moon, hope to have actual
Ronnie Kole has always been referred
museums built all around the state. The HOF
to as an “ambassador of New Orleans music.” motto is “preserving Louisiana’s greatest
But Ronnie has always made a point of not be- renewable natural resource.” Many of our
ing known for New Orleans Jazz or Dixieland. greats have been enshrined and now Ronnie
He never tried to step on the toes of estab- is among them.
lished local talent like Pete Fountain and Al
I heard somebody say once what I have
Hirt. In fact, it was Hirt who talked Ronnie
always felt – that Ronnie Kole is the Louisiinto moving from his hometown of Chicago to
ana Liberace. Ronnie says, “Yeah, that’s pretNew Orleans in 1964 to open for Hirt at his
ty much true. I just didn’t have the classical
music club. It wasn’t long before Ronnie had
training to get in the way.”
his own Kole’s Korner in the French Quarter.
But it’s true. Liberace, for all his theatRonnie points out he plays the piano and his
rics, never got the credit he deserved for his
bag was show tunes and classical and con- incredible mastery of the keyboard and as far
certs, not copying New Orleans Jazz. But he
as I’m concerned Ronnie Kole is every bit as
also made a point of honoring New Orleans
masterful. And like Liberace he combines pop,
and its jazz at the beginning of all of his shows
jazz and the classics with humor and showbiz.
around the world. Yes, he plays “Do You Know And, of course, I agree with Mike Shepherd
What It Means to Miss New Orleans,” and
when he says, “Ronnie is an entertainer and
“The Saints” and all the rest, but he’s most
a consummate gentleman. He is a class act.”
famous for his concert version of “Amazing
And besides...even Liberace never played
Grace,” which he played for Pope John Paul “Amazing Grace” for the Pope.
II and at Carnegie Hall. However, you haven’t
For more history on the Louisiana Music Hall
lived until you’ve heard Ronnie’s disco ver- of Fame go to www.LMHOF.org. For more on Ronsion of that hallowed song.
nie’s music visit www.ronniekole.com.
Ronnie, along with his wife, the gracious
Miss Gardner Kole (“...she’s my soul and inEd Clancy can be reached via email
spiration...”) has dedicated his life in New Or- at edclancy2@aol.com or at his blogsite,
leans not only to making music but to public
ed-clancy.blogspot.com.
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Home holiday safety
By Dan Dormady
Every holiday
season, we hear
about a tragedy
involving a Christmas tree catching
fire in a home. Christmas tree fires can be
caused by electrical problems and or by having a heat source too close to the tree. When
buying a live tree look for a tree with needles
that spring back to their original shape when
bent. After purchasing a tree, cut one-half
inch from the base of the trunk and place the
tree in a sturdy, non-tip stand filled with water. Dry trees can catch on fire easily so add
water daily. Trees should be located at least
three feet away from all fireplaces, radiators,
candles, heat vents or lights. Locate your tree
near the electrical outlet. Never block a room
exit or exterior door with your tree. Before
you put the lights on, test the lights for worn
or broken bulbs and replace any string of
lights with loose bulb connections.
When purchasing an artificial tree, look
for the label “fire resistant.” Although this label does not mean the tree won’t catch fire,
it does indicate the tree will resist burning
and should extinguish quickly. Use lights that
have been tested for safety with the label of
an independent testing laboratory located on
the box that says ETL, UL or CSA. Connect no
more than three strands of mini string sets
and a maximum of 50 bulbs for screw-in bulbs.
Read all manufacturers’ instructions for the
maximum number of LED strands to connect.
Never use electric lights on a metallic
tree. The tree can become charged with electricity from faulty lights and a person touching a branch could be electrocuted. To avoid
the risk of fire, never replace the factory light
plugs. The factory plug contains a safety device (fuse) that should not be removed. Discard the holiday light set if the plug is damaged.
When decorating indoors, use only those
lights listed for indoor use. Avoid placing
breakable or small tree ornaments with detachable parts and trimmings that resemble
candy or food on the tree’s lower branches
where small children and pets can reach
them. Follow container directions carefully
to avoid lung irritation while decorating with
artificial-snow sprays. Never decorate the
tree with lit candles.
Fasten outdoor lights securely to trees,

house walls or other firm supports to protect the lights from wind damage. Use plastic hooks or insulated staples to hold strings
in place, not nails or tacks. Plug all outdoor
electric decorations into circuits with ground
fault circuit interrupters (GFCI) to avoid potential shocks.
Decorating outside with lights usually
involves the use of a ladder and improper use
can lead to injury and a miserable Christmas.
Always practice ladder safety when decorating
outdoors. Check all your equipment (ladders,
etc.) for needed repairs, safety and stability
each time before using. When on a ladder use
a tool belt or apron with pockets to store all
your supplies (clips, hooks etc.) while you are
working. Never work farther than an arm’s
length away when you are working on the ladder. Be aware and stay away from power lines
going to your home and your neighbor’s home.
Keep Christmas lights away from electric,
gas, phone and cable lines. This is an obvious
shock and fire hazard. Do not let the holiday
light bulbs rest on the supply cord or on any
other electrical wire. Putting outdoor lights
near gutters with dried leaves can be a costly
mistake. Wear good shoes with rubber and
tread bottoms when on roofs. If you are working on a roof that has a very steep pitch or on
a multi-level house, you need to wear a safety
harness when decorating for Christmas.
Always turn off Christmas tree lights and
unplug all lights before going to bed or leaving home. Make sure your home has working
smoke alarms and fire extinguishers. Make
sure your family and guests know what to do
to get outside safely in a fire.
After Christmas, safely remove your
tree from the house when it begins dropping
needles. Dried-out trees are flammable and
should not be left in the home or garage or
placed outside against the home.
Dan Dormady, P.E. is a licensed professional engineer and licensed home inspector
and the president of Criterium-Dormady
Engineers, a locally owned consulting engineering firm specializing in residential and
commercial building inspection services.
Dormady can be reached at 456-6999, P.O.
Box 113565 Metairie, LA 70011-3565, or at
criteriumdormady@cox.net. Criterium-Dormady Engineers’ website is www.criteriumdormady.com.
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Please accept our appreciation
and sincere thanks for letting us
serve you. Sometimes in the
rush of business life, we fail
to say thanks loud enough
to hear. But you can be sure
your patronage is never
taken for granted. Our aim is
to please and satisfy you.

TO ALL OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS
FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURS,
Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year

THE RICCA FAMILY
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Frozen shoulder: A common
cause of shoulder pain
By Thomas R. Lyons, M.D.
Frozen shoulder represents a
group of conditions
which all share in common a loss of both active
and passive shoulder range of motion. Motion
loss is due to mechanical restriction caused by
soft tissue contracture or scar tissue formation
around the glenohumeral or shoulder joint. The
causes of frozen shoulder can be related to injury,
surgery, or unknown origin.
Loss of shoulder motion of unknown origin
is called primary adhesive capsulitis. Capsulitis
is characterized by contracture and thickening
of the shoulder joint capsule which results in
restriction in all planes of motion. People with
diabetes are at increased risk for development
of adhesive capsulitis. Adhesive capsulitis in diabetics can be severe, often involving both shoulders, and frequently is resistant to all forms of
treatment. Frozen shoulder can also be caused
by trauma or surgery, with or without a fracture
present. Postsurgical and posttraumatic shoulder stiffness often occurs with a period of immobilization.
Treatment of frozen shoulder includes both
surgical and nonsurgical options. For shoulder
stiffness of unknown cause or primary adhesive capsulitis, a supervised physical therapy
program for shoulder stretching will usually be

helpful. The natural history of primary adhesive
capsulitis is resolution of pain and stiffness over
the course of one to three years. Despite the favorable prognosis, many patients are not willing
to suffer the painful restriction of motion for this
length of time. Unlike primary adhesive capsulitis, postsurgical and posttraumatic shoulder stiffness is less likely to respond to nonsurgical treatment. An initial course of physical therapy may
be tried but surgical treatment may ultimately
be necessary.
Surgical treatment options include closed
manipulation, arthroscopic release and open release. In general, surgical treatment is reserved
for patients with continued shoulder pain and
stiffness despite an adequate trial of nonsurgical
treatment. An evaluation by an orthopedic surgeon is necessary to properly diagnose and treat
frozen shoulder.
Thomas R. Lyons, M.D. is a board certified
orthopedic surgeon with over 10 years
experience. The Orthopedic Center for Sports
Medicine is a multi-specialty center dedicated
to complete musculoskeletal care with focused
expertise in shoulder and knee injuries. Offices
are located in Kenner and Metairie. For
additional information call 467-5900 or visit
www.nolasportsmedicine.com.
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Italian Cream Christmas Cake
By foodieforone.com

This Italian Cream Cake is a wonderfully delicious, moist-as-ever cake that is one of my top favorites in cakes. I was thinking, for the holiday season, this gourmet cake will serve
as my Christmas cake. I’ll call it my Italian Cream Christmas Cake.
Its icing is snowflake white, and, when prepared in three layers, round or square, and piled high on a beautiful cake stand or cake plate, will add a dash of sparkle to your holiday
table. Top it off with fresh red berries and green holly and it’s picture perfect!
And did I mention the taste? Oh, this cake will melt in your mouth! It tastes amazing!
Italian Cream Christmas Cake
1 stick of butter, softened; 1/2 cup of vegetable oil; 2 cups of sugar; 5 eggs, separated
1 cup of buttermilk; 1 teaspoon baking soda; 2 cups all purpose flour, sifted
1 teaspoon vanilla; 1 cup shredded coconut; 1/2 cup pecans, chopped
Cream together butter, oil and sugar. Add egg yolks, one at a time, beating after each. Add flour,
baking soda and buttermilk. Add vanilla, coconut and pecans. Beat egg whites and fold into
mix. Pour all into greased and floured pans (9 x 13 or three rounds or three squares). Bake in a
preheated 325° oven for 45 minutes.
For the icing
1 8 ounce cream cheese, softened; 1 stick butter, softened; 1 box powdered sugar
1/2 cup pecans, chopped fine; 1 teaspoon vanilla
Beat cream cheese and butter. Add vanilla, powdered sugar and pecans. Continue to beat until
spreading consistency is reached.
Enjoy! And Happy Holidays to all of you from Foodieforone!
The website foodieforone.com is a food blog dedicated to the enjoyment of food with gusto by
Joy Fontenelle Hirdes and Gustavo Gonzalez. Comments and questions are welcomed and can
be sent to foodieforone@yahoo.com. For detailed recipe directions and step by step photos visit
foodieforone.com.
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Does your car need an alignment?
By Scott Zimmerman
The next time you’re driving
slowly down a road with no other traffic, lift your hands off of your steering
wheel. Does your car pull to the left
or the right? When you’re home look
at your tires, is there more wear on the outside edge? Have you
noticed that your steering wheel isn’t centered when your wheels
are straight?
If any of these is true you probably need an alignment. You
may have hit a pothole or maybe a curb and messed up the delicately calibrated parts of your car’s suspension.
But, even if you don’t notice these warning signs it still may
be time for an alignment. Check your owner’s manual to see how
often the manufacturer recommends one.
A good alignment can bring your car’s suspension into its
proper configuration. Each component is positioned and adjusted
so that the wheels are in alignment with each other. Your mechanic will adjust the various suspension angles, known as toe,
thrust, camber and caster as well as make sure the steering wheel
is centered.
A proper tier alignment will reduce uneven wear on your
tires, which shortens their lives, so it’s a good idea economically

to monitor your car’s alignment. You’ll also get better gas mileage
because properly aligned tires decrease resistance.
The type of alignment you need depends on the suspension
of your car. All-wheel drive cars or front-wheel drive cars that have
independent or adjustable rear suspension will get a four-wheel
alignment. Both axles of these automobiles need to be correctly
aligned so that the wheels are basically a proper rectangle and
even with the ground.
Other cars may need a front-end alignment which aligns only
the front axle components. There’s also a thrust-angle alignment
which means the angle that your car’s rear wheels point relative
to the car’s center so the rear wheels and axle are parallel with
the front axle and perpendicular to the center line of your car.
An alignment can save you money. Make sure your car does
not need one.

SABELLA’S
PLUMBING
SMALL JOBS

Repairs • Drain Cleaning
Hot Water Heaters
•

Residential Repairs
Servicing Metairie & Kenner

818-0007
Sammy Sabella
Licensed Master Plumber

Scott Zimmerman is the owner of Scotty’s Tire and
Automotive, Inc., a family-owned and operated fullservice tire and automotive shop, located at 4200 Williams Boulevard in Kenner. Store hours are 7:30 a.m.5:00 p.m. on Monday through Friday. Scotty’s website is
www.scottystireauto.com.

Kenner Police
Department
Seeking Doll &
Toy Donations
The Kenner Police Department is
requesting doll and toy donations
for its annual “Doll & Toy Fund”
giveaway event, which provides
Christmas gifts to underprivileged
children living in Kenner.
All doll and toy donations should be
for children from infant age to 10 years
old and not gift-wrapped. Donated
dolls and toys can be dropped off at the
Kenner Police Complex, 500 Veterans
Blvd. in Kenner, or made available for
pickup by Kenner Police personnel.
To schedule a doll/toy pickup or
for more information,
please call
Police Officer
Ninoska Guggenheim
at 712-2294 or
Police Officer
James Virgil at 712-2395.
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A non-profit organization that
provides respite and end-of-life
support to seriously ill children
and their families.
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4400 Wabash Street, Metairie, LA 70001

(504) 888-4941 • fax (504) 888-8120
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Christmas

Banking

By Guy Williams
In Dickens’s
famous story, “The
Christmas
Carol,”
Ebenezer Scrooge
is haunted by the
ghosts of Christmas Past, Present and Future. The
story was an instant hit and saved Dickens who was
in deep financial distress when he wrote the story.
As we enter the holiday season, I would suggest that many folks will be haunted by Christmas
Past. This haunting takes the form of bills that arrive in January for expenses made in December.
Now is the time to insure that Christmas bills won’t
haunt us in the New Year.
The first step to avoid a haunting is to add up
last year’s Christmas bills. Include everything. Now,
what would you give again? And what now seems
like a waste of money? The Chia pet, anything from
Ronco or QVC perhaps. Love is not shown by the
amount spent but by your thoughtfulness throughout the year. The next step is to consider the number of gifts that you buy. When you look carefully,
you may well find some folks that could easily be
left off the list this year. Giving too many gifts can

put acquaintances and coworkers in an awkward
spot.
If you have a big family, consider taking turns
buying for each sibling in turn but not everyone and
every niece and nephew every year. We do this in my
family and it really relieves the stress. Naturally you
will want to have a family discussion before doing
this but you may find general agreement and even a
little relief. The same goes for presents for parents.
Planning a family reunion or event such as a night
at the theatre can be better received by your relatives than another gift that may just go in the closet.
Once you have your list in hand, plan your
shopping. If at all possible, shop with cash. This will
reduce the urge to overspend. Unless you just like
to shop, once the big shopping trip is done, don’t go
back to the mall. The very best marketers work all
year to design a shopping environment that encourages over buying. One particular trap is what I call
the “no buy zone.” This is the area within 10 feet
of checkout. This area will be stocked with enticing impulse purchases. Resist, in fact plan to get
through the “no buy zone” clean. It will be a victory
for you over the marketers.

As Christmas approaches, invite friends and
family to join you for church Christmas programs,
walks in the French Quarter or a trip to Vacherie
to view the bonfires. These memories will be a lot
more meaningful than another trip to the mall.
Finally, plan for next year. It seems likely that
Christmas will occur every year. Since that is the
case, set up a Christmas savings account so that the
money will be ready when December rolls around.
By setting up a savings account you will also be
forced to plan your expenditures.
Crescent
City Graphics_GRAY.pdf
1
It has been
our experience
that the very best

Christmas memories involve people not presents.
We wish you a very merry Christmas and no new
years’ debt hangover.
Guy Williams is president and chief executive officer of Gulf Coast Bank and Trust Company.
Their Kenner branch office is located at 3410 Williams Boulevard. Brian Behlar, branch manager,
can be contacted at 565-3661. Visit Gulf Coast
Bank and Trust’s website at www.gulfbank.com.
11/27/12

9:45 PM

Kenner Police Department

Drug Tip Hotline
466-3073

“The man who stops
advertising to save
money is like the man
who stops the clock
to save time.”
—Thomas Jefferson

WANTED: NEW ASSOCIATES
We are looking for a few serious people to join our energetic and
progressive thinking company. You provide the energy and we will
provide everything you need to become a success in the real estate
industry. Call (504) 433-6464 for more information.

Williams Office

4140 Willians Blvd. Kenner. LA 70065

Advertise in the
KENNER STHR • 468-9125
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By Rafael E. Saddy
As the old year
2012 comes to a
close, New Year’s
Eve has always been
a time to reflect and
look back to the past. As we meet in our homes
for an evening meal with children and friends,
we, just like many other immigrants, start to discuss and mix stories about our old country with
our new one. Some of the family members speak
only Spanish and they stress that we must maintain our heritage. But our children, who were
born here, come into the living room to watch
TV programs in English and when we speak to
them in Spanish they reply back in English. This
is one of the processes of assimilation that pulls
generations of immigrants into the United States
“melting pot.”
The current Hispanic immigration wave
and demographics change in the United States
is changing the “melting pot” in profound ways.
There is a sense that when an immigrant population reaches a critical mass in a community, it
is no longer the melting pot that is transforming
the community but the community transforming
American society. This is what is happening here
in Louisiana, especially in the city of Kenner and
its surroundings.
Hispanics started to move into Kenner in
the late 60s, and by the end of the 70s had increased to such a number that the local government started to take notice. Kenner offered the
Hispanic community a tight-knit neighborhood
with the ability to worship in its own churches.
But most important, it gave the Hispanic community the opportunity to be part of the socioeconomic and rich immigrant culture that Kenner offered to its residents. Since 1970, the
Hispanic population has now grown to represent
over 20 percent of Kenner’s residents and we
continue to grow here and in neighboring cities
and states. Our diverse populations in Kenner
have immigrated from Mexico, Honduras, Nicaragua, Cuba, Guatemala, Puerto Rico and many
other countries.
Our established commitment to this community can be seen on Williams Boulevard, West
Esplanade Avenue, Veterans, David Drive and
in The Esplanade mall and by visiting the various Hispanic businesses such as grocery stores,

restaurants, car repairs shops, car dealers, attorneys, accountants, small business owners
and gasoline stations. The reality is that our
government has been responsive in meeting social needs for the growing Hispanic population.
However, we also need to be responsible to the
community and government by unifying and getting involved in a positive manner.
As we move forward in 2013, our local Hispanic leaders and organizations should strive to
help every Hispanic become an American citizen.
Those who have already become citizens must
express a commitment to this country by exercising one of their biggest responsibilities – voting.
If we do not want to be neglected, voting is the
biggest tool we have to change the status quo. By
voting, you become part of democracy and guarantee yourself the right to say how you want to
be governed.
Community announcements
December 15 – Asociación de Colombia en
Louisiana coronation and dance for 2012-2013
Miss Colombia Queen at Casa Tequila Restaurant, 3229 Williams Boulevard in Kenner from
8:00 p.m. till 3:00 a.m. Music by A Todo Ritmo.
For information call 388-3139.
December 15 – Unidad Hispanoamericana
presents Hispanic Holiday at The Esplanade
mall from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. For information
call 466-1483.
December 16 – Asociación Nicaragüense
de Louisiana (ANDELA) presents A Moment of
Joy at the Kenner Living Center. For information
call 466-1483.
December 18 – Latin Council general
meeting and discussion on issues affecting the
Hispanic communities. For information call 2963976.
Kenner Hispanic Resource Center – The
center offers various programs as well as access
to information and referrals for all sorts of issues.
For information call 469-2570.
Hablemos Claro – KTV-76 has Hispanic
TV programs every Wednesday at 9:00 p.m. and
Sunday at 8:00 p.m. For more information and
program schedule go to www.kenner.la.us and
click on the K-TV 76 logo.
I leave you with this thought. “Christmas
waves a magic wand over this world and behold,

everything is softer and more beautiful.”

of Louisiana (LACAL). Email Saddy at lacal1234@bellsouth.net. Correspondence should
Rafael E. Saddy is a public relations of- be sent to P.O. Box 640284, Kenner, LA 70064ficer for the0912_Century_Title_Gray.pdf
Latin American Civic Association
1
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In Operation over 18 years

www.chateaucafe.com

Try Our SOme Of Our
HOliday BeverageS TOday!
Skinny Snowman Latte
eggnog Latte
gingerbread Latte
Candy Cane Latte

Jefferson Parish

PePPermint Hot CHoCoLate moCHa

Offender Watch

HoLiday Catering avaiLabLe!

The nation’s leading
registered sex offender
management and
community
notification tool.
http://www.jpso.com/SexOffenders.aspx

aLL drinkS Can be Served iCed or Hot

Open 7 Days • Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
3501 Chateau Blvd. • 465-9444
Everyday 6:45 am - 10 pm

701 W. Esplanade • 461-9819
Mon-Sat 6:30 am - 8 pm
Sun - 7:00 am to 2 pm

Call Ahead for To Go Orders!
1212-ChateauCafe.indd 1
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Free throw contest for children ages eight to 13
The Benevolent and Protective Order of
Elks New Orleans Lodge 30, a charitable, nonprofit organization is sponsoring the local Elks
national “Hoop Shoot” free throw competition
for all youngsters in the contest age brackets of
eight to 13 regardless of athletic abilities. The
event, in existence for 40 years, is America’s
largest non-commercial coeducational sports
program for children regardless of race, color or
creed and is an opportunity for character and

skill development while promoting good will
among all participants.
The organization’s goal is to give children
a chance to participate and compete without
letting the constraints of time, personnel
and facilities keep them from realizing their
dreams. The winners of the local contest will
advance to the state contest with opportunities to move on to the regional competition in
Dallas, Texas, and the nationals in Springfield,

Maine, with travel and accommodations paid
by the Elks organization.
The “Hoop Shoot” free throw program is
scheduled for Saturday January 12, 2013 at the
Mike Miley gymnasium, located at 6717 West
Metairie Avenue in Metairie, from 8:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. Any one age eight to 13 is welcome
to attend and participate in the event. There
is no charge to enter the contest and food and
refreshments will be provided.

Registration begins at 8:00 a.m. at the
gym. Children, age eight and nine, are scheduled to shoot at 9:00 a.m., with the 10 and 11
age group starting at approximately 10:15 a.m.
The 12 to 13 age group will begin at approximately 11:30 a.m.
Contact Elks Lodge 30 “Hoop Shoot”
chairman John LaCombe at 468-2299 for
more information.

19,405

That’s the number of registered voter
households in Kenner that receive the
Kenner Star FREE in the mail each month!

WANT TO REACH
THOSE PEOPLE?
Call us to advertise! 468-9125

Kenner Star Past Editions
www.kennerstar.com
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Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra to
present annual “Yuletide Celebration”
The Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra will be
pleasantly busy this holiday season decking the halls
with holiday cheer performances throughout greater
New Orleans, including LPO’s annual Yuletide Celebration in Kenner.
Yuletide Celebration takes place Thursday,
December 6, 2012, at 7:30 p.m. at the Kenner Pontchartrain Center. The concert, conducted by Glenn
Langdon, features a spectacular evening of holiday
favorites, food and fun for the entire family including
school choirs, local celebrities and a special appearance from Santa Claus.
“The musicians of the LPO wish to share this spe-

cial time of year with the community and the Yuletide
Celebration concert is the perfect way to ring in the
holidays with great music, food and special appearances, from our family to yours,” said James Boyd, interim
managing director.
Local school choirs will also be contributors to
the Yuletide Celebration, including 65 elementary students from St. Edward the Confessor and 25 students
from the Archbishop Chapelle High School girls’ choir.
Yuletide Celebration tickets start at $20 and are
available online at www.LPOmusic.com or by calling
523-6530. Group sales of 20 or more are available at a
discounted rate.

Attention Business Owners

Be An Achiever!

Generate Solid Leads • Learn Leadership Skills
Be A Confident Public Speaker
Improve Profitability
The Executive Achievers Association meets bi-weekly for breakfast.

Meeting Date: December 13, 2012
at Messina’s Catering, 2717 Williams Blvd., Kenner

THE EXECUTIVE ACHIEVERS ASSOCIATION

Call Randy Lovitt at 504-836-7136 for more information on becoming a member
1212_EAA.indd 1

0612_Orthopedic Center.indd 1

11/25/12 9:50 AM

5/25/12 7:44 PM
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Kohl’s
from page 1

administration and JEDCO, the problems were
ironed out and construction work is continuing
with plans for a huge theater opening in May
2013. The theater will be state of the art with
total digital sound and have the only threestory IMAX screen in the metropolitan area.
Then came rumors that the successful
Academy Sporting Goods store in The Pavilion mall was moving from Kenner to a vacant
spot where a Wal-Mart previously stood in

Charter school
from page 1

“KDHSA wants to ‘home grow’ future
health care professionals for our community
and help produce future citizens who take a
proactive role in living healthy physical, medical, mental and environmental lifestyles,”

Lakefront
from page 1

Jefferson Parish. The city wants to annex that
property into the city limits of Kenner.
“Our current thinking is that we would
like to advance the development of Laketown by putting up a commercial boardwalk

Metairie, near the Kenner border. That rumor,
says DeFrancesch, turned out to be true and
it is a major setback for now because Kenner
will lose the sales tax revenues generated by
Academy. DeFrancesch says that Academy was
doing very well in Kenner, however, Wal-Mart
provided huge incentives for Academy to relocate to Metairie. But, she says that there is
very good news as the New Jersey-based firm
that owns The Pavilion mall, the Sterik Company, is determined to replace Academy with
another major anchor store and is spending
several million dollars to rejuvenate and upgrade their shopping mall. An architect has

drawn up new plans to start the process and
a national search for major stores has begun.
Many smaller retailers have already contacted
The Pavillion mall about possibly moving there
once the major stores have been named.
“There is perception in some retail circles
that Kenner is an older suburb with an aging
population. The way to offset that perception
is to begin attracting younger, affluent couples
to Kenner. One of the keys to that is the soonto-open Kenner public charter magnet school
that will be one of the finest health sciences
schools in the region, or, hopefully, in the nation. It is mandatory that 40 percent of the stu-

dents will be Kenner residents, a reason that
ambitious successful parents will want to move
to the city to help their kids secure a place in
what will in time be a pre-kindergarten to 12th
grade terrific public school, said DeFrancesch.”
In the meantime, says DeFrancesch, Kenner has to keep convincing retailers and other
entrepreneurs that Kenner’s best days aren’t
behind it but are yet to come. “I’m not a pessimist,” she says. “I really believe we can build
an even better Kenner that will enable us to
say Kenner is truly moving forward.’”

said Glaser. Kenner residents receive preferential enrollment for 40 percent of the seats
at the school. This fits in with the hopes of
Kenner officials who hope the school is a magnet not only for students but for families so
interested in getting their children into the
school that they will become residents of Kenner to be close to the charter school.
For those who want more information

about plans for the school or to apply for admission, Glaser said a website has been constructed
under the address, www.discoveryhsf.org. The
website has links to the school’s Facebook
page and Twitter account. Progress toward the
school’s opening can be obtained by “Joining
the Community” upon completion of the “Stay in
Touch” portion of the website, liking their Facebook page and/or following the school on Twitter.

Student applications can be downloaded from
the website or mailed to parents upon request.
Student applications will also be handed out at
community meetings to be announced on the
school’s website. The first community meeting
was held November 21. The school’s phone number is 233-4720.

overlooking or abutting the lake,” said Mike
Quigley, chief administrative officer for the
administration of Mayor Michael S. Yenni. “If
Kenner has a contiguous jurisdiction over the
land along the lakefront in Laketown, that
will allow the city to collect a its portion of
sales taxes that businesses located there
might generate in the future.”
The concept of a money-making devel-

opment on the shores of Lake Pontchartrain
goes back to the administration of former
Kenner Mayor Aaron Broussard. The concept
has been slowly advancing for years and is
now being pushed to reality by the Yenni administration.
“We have the cooperation of the state and
Jefferson Parish, both of whom would like to
see bringing the dream of Kenner’s Laketown
to reality,” said Quigley. “The legal part of it is
very complex as you try to transfer the lease of
the property back to the state but the experts
tell us that it can be done and we’re working
at it.” He said the East Jefferson Levee District, which is also involved in the annexation

of the acreage, has also signed off on the deal.
Quigley said no date has been set for review of the boardwalk concept because everyone involved is waiting for the annexation to
be completed. “Our goal is a commercialized
Laketown with shops and restaurants on the
boardwalk that may recall for some the days
of Pontchartrain Beach and West End,” said
Quigley. “It would hopefully be a money-maker for the merchants while bringing tax revenues to the city, parish and the state while
giving the public a venue that would safely
bring us and our children closer to Lake Pontchartrain and the environment.”

Sewer

ter treatment plant,” said Quigley. “We have
also had the backing and cooperation of the
City Council. We’re all in this together and
working to solve a problem that dates back
almost 20 years.”
Councilwoman-at-large Jeannie Black,
who began calling for the rebuilding of Kenner’s sewer system 15 years ago, says she is
relieved by the progress that is being made
and content that one of the toughest problems facing the city is on the way to being
solved. Black notes that before becoming
Kenner’s allies, the state and federal officials
had threatened to levy back-breaking noncompliance fines on Kenner if some action
was not taken.
Quigley says it now looks as though Kenner will spend some $80 million on sewer improvements with more than half the money
coming in the form of low-interest state loans.
“The fact is that Kenner could never have
afforded this work without an increase of the
waste water service charge,” says Quigley. “Mayor Muniz and Mayor Yenni’s commitment to this
work and their pledge that we would spend the
money wisely opened the door to cooperation
with both the state and the feds.”

We Sell Boxes &
Packing Supplies

from page1

Including… Mattress Bags
Dish & Glass Packing Kits
Dust Covers • Wardrobe Boxes
Boxes • Tape • Bubble Wrap • Newsprint • Markers • Box Cutters • Rope

2201 West Napoleon at Williams Blvd. • Kenner • 468-3474
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city’s dilapidated sewerage system.
“To give credit where it’s due, you have to
salute former Mayor Ed Muniz who was the
first Kenner official to recognize that the city
could never rebuild its sewerage system with
piecemeal projects,” says Kenner Chief Administrative Officer Mike Quigley. “Ed figured
out that we had to make a commitment for
comprehensive rebuilding of the system and
that we had to ask for help.”
It was during Muniz’s watch that the
state of Louisiana first gave Kenner a $22
million low interest loan to begin funding
a complete rebuilding of the city’s sewer
system. Now, in recognition of what state
officials say has been an outstanding performance by Kenner city government, the state
Department of Environmental Quality has
advanced Kenner another $21 million with
an interest rate of .95 percent.
“Mayor (Michael S.) Yenni has followed
in Mayor Muniz’s footsteps, continuing the
work to improve our lift stations, improve
our sewer mains and upgrade the wastewa-
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NanoKnife
from page 13

regarded as a major asset. We have been able to create
this program in the post-Katrina era through collaboration and teamwork.”
Prior to acquisition of the NanoKnife, the primary method for destroying most malignant tumors that
could not be removed employed a microwave-energy
device which literally cooked the tumor until it was
dead. But, says Dr. Boudreaux, the problem was that
if the tumor was located next to a crucial blood vessel
or structure within an organ, such as within the liver
or pancreas, the microwave cooked that vital structure
also. Thus, tumors that were located in critical areas
could not be treated for fear of collateral damage to
important vital organs, until, that is, the advent of the
NanoKnife.
The NanoKnife, which Dr. Boudreaux says isn’t
in actuality a knife at all, uses very high electric voltage dispensed in fractions of a second at very low currents (hence the reference to nanoseconds) to destroy
tumors. Patients feel no pain from the procedure and
their recoveries are relatively quick when the procedure can be performed non-invasively in selected patients.
“Our neuroendocrine tumor program here is already a nationally recognized entity. As stories about
the NanoKnife appear on the Internet we have been
getting calls from patients with malignant tumors in
all 50 states and in foreign nations asking if they can

Ochsner
from page 10

their commitment to patient care, including 24 nurses in 2011, 31 nurses in 2012, 36 nurses in 2009 and 39
nurses in 2008.
The four registered nurses from Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner named among the 2012 “Great 100
Nurses” are Edith Bonds, Suyapa Bordelon, Jamie

Family Owned & Operated

BREAKFAST, LUNCH
& CATERING
COFFEES & PASTRIES

Gautreaux and Judy Hennessey.
Eighteen other registered nurses were named
from Ochsner Medical Center New Orleans, West
Bank, Baton Rouge and Slidell.
The Great 100 Nurses of Louisiana was founded
in 1986 as a way to recognize outstanding nurses and
their accomplishments and successes. The honorees
are selected by their peers and patients, based on
their humanity, as well as their contribution to the
community and the nursing profession.

Muhleisen
from page 8

www.heraldguide.com/details.php?id=198.
At the conclusion, in memory of their loved
one, participants will be presented with an
“Angel of Remembrance” taken from the program’s Christmas tree.
To register the name or names of those you
would like to remember or to learn more about
this holiday program, call L. A. Muhleisen and
Son at 466-8577 or Millet-Guidry at 985-536-7700

by Friday, November 30, 2012.
Muhleisen said, “This is a special program
and throughout the years many have returned to
enjoy the warmth of people who care.” Reservations to attend are not required.
L. A. Muhleisen and Son and Millet-Guidry
are family owned, independent funeral homes
with locations in Metairie, Kenner and LaPlace.
Muhleisen said, “Our funeral homes are dedicated to providing personal service and offering
programs beyond what would be expected.”

Doll and toy
from page 6

be donated at the security office of the mall, located on the upper level by Game Stop or brought
to the management office on the lower level near
Café du Monde. The mall is open on Monday
through Saturday from 10:00 a.m. until 9:00 p.m.
and on Sunday from noon until 6:00 p.m.

For more information call 712-2294, visit the
Kenner Police Department website at www.kennerpd.com or contact the KPD Community Relations
Division at nguggenheim@kennerpd.com.

!

See menu at www.caffelatteda.com
Call ahead for takeout!

Dr. J. Philip Boudreaux
come to Ochsner-Kenner for evaluation and, hopefully,
treatment with the NanoKnife. Among the reasons
that Ochsner-Kenner is the perfect hospital to have a
NanoKnife are our proximity to a regional airport and
to the interstate,” said Dr. Boudreaux.
Dr. Boudreaux said he is very pleased that Ochsner-Kenner has been able to treat so many patients
who were facing dire situations because of malignant tumors and also the success of the NanoKnife
has called attention to the excellence of OchsnerKenner. “This is really a very fine hospital with excellent doctors and an outstanding nursing and support
staff,” said Dr. Boudreaux. “It’s very appropriate that
patients from throughout the U.S. want to come here
for treatment.”
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The staff of the Kenner Star
joins in sending Season’s
Greetings with every good wish
for the new year!
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Big Easy Storage is now
a Drop Off Station for the
Kenner Food Bank
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